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Let M be a closed, oriented manifold of dimension 2k. Poincart duality asserts that the 
rational intersection form 
(, )a : Hk@f; Q) x Hk(M; Q) -+ Q 
defined by (a, fl)o = (ctujl)[M] is a non-singular (- l)k-symmetric bilinear pairing. The 
isometry class of the rational intersection form is determined by the rank if k is odd and by 
the rank and signature if k is even. We wish to make a corresponding analysis of the 
equivariant intersection form in the case where M is the total space of a finite G-cover. 
Let G be a finite group and w: G + { f l} a homomorphism. A free (G, w)-manifold is 
a closed, oriented manifold M with a free G-action, so that for all g E G, g* [M] = w(g) [M]. 
If N is a closed manifold with finite fundamental group, its universal cover is a free 
(n,N, w,N)-manifold. The intersection form of a (G, w)-manifold satisfies the equivariance 
property (ga, g& = w(g)(m, &. The form has an invariant Lagrangian if there is a 
G-invariant subspace V c Hk(M; Q) so that I/ is equal to its orthogonal complement 
1/l = {/?I (V, p>o = O}. S’ mce QG is semisimple, a form with an invariant Lagrangian 
admits a complementary Lagrangian, so is equivariantly hyperbolic. 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM A. Let M2k be a free (G, w)-manifold. Then the intersection form on Hk(M; Q) 
has an invariant Lagrangian if 
(i) w = 1 and sign(M/G) is zero, or 
(ii) w # 1 and x(M/G) is even. 
COROLLARY. Let MZk be a free (G, w)-manifold. Zf ( ) i or ii is satisfied then the integral ( ) 
intersection form ( , ): Hk(M)/torsion x Hk(M)/torsion + Z has an invariant Lagrangian. 
ProofofCorollary. The intersection of a rational Lagrangian with the integral cohomol- 
ogy gives an integral Lagrangian. 0 
It follows that the possible intersection forms of (G, w)-manifolds are quite re- 
stricted, and by Theorem A and Witt’s cancellation theorem the rational isometry class is 
- 
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determined by the G-isomorphism class of Hk(M; Q), by sign(M/G), and by 
x(M/G) modulo 2 (see Corollary 1.2 below). We next discuss realization of these invariants. 
If k is odd and w = 1, then sign(W/G) is automatically zero. It is clear that for k even and 
any finite G, any integer can be realized as sign(M/G) by taking M to be a multiple of 
G x CPk. If sign(M/G) # 0, then sign(M) = 1 Cl sing(M/G) # 0, so the intersection form 
cannot admit a Lagrangian. The corresponding questions for x modulo 2 are: 
(1) Given (G, w) and k, does there exist an M/G with odd Euler characteristic? 
(2) Given M/G with odd Euler characteristic, can the intersection form of M have an 
invariant Lagrangian? 
The answers are complicated and are given in Theorems B and C below. If k is even, 
then (G, w) x CPk is a free (G, w)-manifold whose quotient has odd Euler characteristic. 
If k is odd and w = 1, then the intersection form of the quotient Mzk/G is given by a 
non-singular skew-symmetric matrix, so the Euler characteristic is even. In general we 
have: 
THEOREM B. 
(i) Let N4a+2 be a closed manifold with odd Euler characteristic and orientation charac- 
terw=w,(z,):~~N~{+1}.Thentheinducedmap~:~,N/[kerw,kerw]~{f1} 
is a split surjection. 
(ii) Let G be afinitely presented group and w : G + { + l} a homomorphism inducing a split 
surjection W : G/[ker w, ker w] + { _+ 1). Then for any a > 0, there is a closed manifold 
N4a’2 with odd Euler characteristic, n1 = G, and w1 = w. 
(iii) Let G be a finite group with homomorphism w : G + ( ) 1). Then for any a, there 
is a free (G, w)-manifold M4a+2 with x(M/G) odd if and only if W is a split 
surjection. 
For example, RP2k is a manifold with odd Euler characteristic with rcl = Z,, but by 
Theorem B(i) there is no 6-manifold with odd Euler characteristic and fundamental group 
Z4 or Z. In [7] (see also [6]) Theorems A and B were used to characterize the rational 
homotopy types of closed manifolds of dimension >4 with finite fundamental group. 
Theorems A and B provide the only “non-obvious” restrictions on the rational homotopy 
type of a closed, even-dimensional manifold with finite fundamental group. Ref. 7 also 
provides the tools for analyzing which QG-modules are realized by Hk(M; Q) for a free 
(G, w)-manifold of dimension 2k. 
In Section 1 we give a more precise version of Theorem A, rephrasing it in terms of 
symmetric signatures and the vanishing of higher index homomorphisms. In Section 2 we 
prove Theorem B. In Section 3 we prove the oriented case of Theorem A (which is quite 
easy). In Section 4 we prove Theorem A and its generalizations. In Section 5 we prove 
a generalization of Theorem B. Section 6 is more speculative than concrete; we discuss 
applying Theorem A to get invariants of odd-dimensional manifolds. 
The results corresponding to Theorem A when Q is replaced by R are well-known (at 
least in special cases) and were studied and applied by Atiyah-Singer [2], Wall [27] and 
others. Invariants of rational quadratic forms are often torsion, and this accounts for the 
added difficulty in our rational case. This paper is a “rational symmetric” analogue of the 
study of the surgery obstruction map by Hambleton-Milgram-Taylor-Williams in [ 1 l] 
and by Milgram [17]. Odd-dimensional analogues of our theorems were studied by Davis 
and Milgram [S]. 
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1. SYMMETRIC SIGNATURES AND INDEX HOMOMORPHISMS 
The boundary of a compact, oriented, free G-manifold has an equivariantly hyperbolic 
intersection form so we are led to consider R,(G, w), bordism of free (G, w)-manifolds. 
Theorem A above amounts to a computation of the Mischencko-Ranicki symmetric 
signature [19, 221 
,J* : R,(G, w) -+ L”(QG, w). 
(We use the convention that L = L,, the projective L-groups.) Here L2k(QG, w) can be 
naturally identified with the Witt group whose elements are represented by non-singular 
(- l)k-symmetric (G, w)-equivariant forms, where an equivariantly hyperbolic form is 
deemed to be zero and the symmetric signature a*(M/G) is identified with ( , )a. Theorem A 
then shows that the image of o* is 0 when k is odd and w = 1, is Z when k is even and w = 1, 
and is at most Z2 when w # 1. Besides the study of invariants of manifolds, computation of 
o* is necessary for rational surgery and rational classification of manifolds [7]. 
We now review a bit of L-theory, referring to [22, 281 for definitions and further 
references. (Apology to the reader: despite a large literature on the subject, standard facts 
and definitions are not easily accessible.) Associated to a ring R with involution are 
sequences of abelian groups L”(R) and L,(R). The quadratic theory is 4-periodic, 
L,(R) E L, + 4(R). If 3 E R, the symmetric theory L” coincides with the quadratic theory L,. If 
also R is semisimple (e.g. QG given the w-involution Ca,g + xa, w(g)g- ’ for finite G) then 
LZk’ ‘(R) = 0 and L2k(R) can be identified with the Witt group of non-singular (- l)k- 
symmetric forms defined on finitely generated projective R-modules, and a form is zero if 
and only if it admits a Lagrangian submodule.+ An equivariant form $: I/ x I/ -+ Q 
corresponds to a sesquilinear form cp: V x I/ -+ QG by defining cp(u, v) = C @(gu, v) g. For 
G finite, Z.,“(QG, w) is finitely generated and has no odd torsion. If w is the trivial 
homomorphism we omit it from our notation. 
The L-groups have no odd torsion, and the spectra representing bordism (MSO, MSPL, 
or MSTOP) are wedges of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra after localizing at 2, so it is not 
surprising that there are characteristic lass formulae for the image of c*. For an abelian 
group A, let A” be the ZG-module given by (g, a) + w(g)a. It is convenient o rephrase the 
symmetric signature homomorphisms in terms of “index” homomorphisms Ij(G, w) (or Zj for 
short) 
Ij: Hj(G; Z;vZJ + L”(QG, W)(Z) 
natural with respect o induction and transfer maps, defined when j = n (mod 4). For any 
closed, oriented M with a free (G, w)-action and classifying mapf: M/G -+ BG we have 
a*(M/G) = C Ij(f*<(L)-‘(r,,, @f*i)nCMIGI)). (1) 
Here L- 1 is the inverse of the Morgan-Sullivan L-class L E H4*(BSTOP; Zc2’) (see [20]) and 
[ is the line bundle given by w. The class L is characterized by the properties that LL’ maps 
‘Technical Notes: Let R be a semisimple ring with involution containing 4. The following facts can be shown by 
considering simple factors of R, using Morita theory to reduce to division rings, and quoting foundational material 
on forms over division rings, such as [14, Section 1.63. Witt cancellation for forms holds: 
(V, p) @(V’, /?‘) z (V”, j) @ (V’, p’) implies (V, 8) g (V”, p). The following three notions coincide: (V, 8) hyper- 
bolic (isometric to H*(L) = (L 0 L*, [y *0’ 1) for some R-module L), (V, p) stably hyperbolic, and (V, /?) admitting 
a Lagrangian. Finally (V, /?) and (V’, p’) are isometric if and only if they represent the same element in Witt group 
and V 2 V’ as R-modules. 
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to the Hirzebruch L-class LeH4*(BSTOP; Q) and to the square of the total Wu class 
V2 eH4*(BSTOP; Z,). The total Steenrod square of the total Wu class is the total 
Stiefel-Whitney class, i.e. Sq V = W. (Formula 1 is from Taylor and Williams [24, 1.51; see 
also the discussion in [5, p. 671. Formula 1 represents the combined work of Quinn, 
Ranicki, Morgan-Sullivan, Milgram, and Taylor-Williams. The basic reference for charac- 
teristic class of vector bundles is [18]; the theory for topological R”-bundles runs parallel 
C161.) 
A useful lemma for evaluating (1) is: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let n be an R”-bundle and let y be the orientation line bundle induced by 
w1 = wl(n). Then 
0) uZi+ l(S 0 “9) = 0. 
(4 u2i(yI 0 Y) = u2i(V). 
Proof: Since r~ @ y is orientable, the odd Wu classes are zero [20]. For (ii), it suffices to 
consider the case where v is the tangent bundle of a smooth closed n-manifold N. Indeed, 
the ring generated by the Stiefel-Whitney classes in H*(BTOP; Z,) maps injectively to 
H*(BO; Z,) and BO can be approximated by Grassmann manifolds. To show (ii) we have 
to show that for all a E H”-2i(N; Zz), the Wu relation Sq*‘a = Uzi(n 0 y)ua holds. In degree 
n, we have 
= Sq”a + Sq’Sq*‘-‘a 
= Sq2’a. 
The last equality follows from an Adem relation and the penultimate quality from the fact 
that wl = ul. q 
A group is quaternionic if it is isomorphic to Q2a = (x, y 1~~~~’ = 1, x2’-’ = y2, 
YXY -1 =x-1 ) for some i > 3. In Section 4, we give an orientable Q2i-cover (i > 4) of 
RP* #RP2 #RP2 with ker w quaternionic and with no invariant Lagrangian. Hence, 
12(Q2’, w) # 0. The theorem below (proved in Section 4) shows that this is essentially the 
only example of non-trivial higher index homomorphisms. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a finite group with orientation character w. Then Ij = 0 for j > 2. 
Z,(G, w) is only-zero if and only if 12(Sy12G, w) is non-zero where Sy12G is the 2-sylow 
subgroup. For a 2-group (G, w), I2 is non-zero if and only if W : G/[ker w, ker w] + { + 1) is 
a split surjection and there is a surjection 71: G + Q21 with i 2 4 with ker rc c ker w. The image 
of I2 is at most Z2 and is detected by restricting to the 2-sylow subgroup, projecting to 
a faithful representation of Q21, and computing the rank modulo 2. Zf I2 is non-zero, then 
I,(a) # 0 if and only ifw,(a) # OEH,({ + l}; Z”‘). 
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Proof~hat C implies A. If w = 1, the only possible contribution to o*(M2*/G) is from the 
degree zero component of(L)- ‘( TM/G @~*&-I[M/G] which is sign(M/G) by the Hirzebruch 
signature theorem. If w # 1 and k is even, then the class sits in H&M/G; Z1y2)) = Zz, and by 
Lemma 1.1 and the vanishing of Wu classes of a manifold above the middle dimension, it 
equals u$ [M/G], which equals wzk[N/G], the mod 2 Euler characteristic. If w # 1 and k is 
odd, then the image of the Ij’s is detected by rank modulo 2 at a certain representation, 
which must be the parity of the Euler characteristic. In each case, (1) shows o*(M’*/G) 
is zero. 0 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let M2* and N2k befree (G, w)-mun~lds with H*(M; Q) and H*(N; Q) 
isomorphic as QG-modules. Suppose sign(M) = sign(N) for w trivial and x(M) = x(N) 
(mod 2) for w non-trivial. Then their rational intersection forms are equivariantly isometric. 
Proof: Let fl be N with reversed orientation. Then, by Theorem A, the rational 
intersection form of the disjoint union M + N has an invariant Lagran~an, so that 
@*(n/l) = a*(N). Hence, by the footnote, the intersection forms are G-isometric. q 
The symmetric signature and the index homomorphisms can be refined by mapping to 
the &-groups, which are L-groups defined in terms of free QG-modules. There is a symmet- 
ric signature map ct :S;1,(G, w) + Li(QG, ) w and there are index homomorphisms 
14: H,(G; Z&) + Lg(QG, w), and the two are related by inserting h’s in formula 1. The group 
Lz”(QG, w) is naturally identified with Witt group of forms of free QG-modules, and, since 
QG is semisimple, a*(M2*/G) is identified with the Witt class of the direct sum on the 
equivariant intersection form on Hk(M; Q) plus a correction term, the hyperbolic construc- 
tion on the (virtual) QG-module 
iTk(-I)iCH;(M; Q)l EURO- 
Forj odd, the maps Zj” were computed in [S] and were zero forj # 1. The corresponding 
result for j even is 
THEOREM D. Let G be afinite group with orientation character w. Let j be a non-negative 
even integer. 
(i) Zf M is an even-dimensional, free (G, w)-manifold with w # 1, then o:(M/G) is 
non-zero zf’ and only if ~(M/G) is odd. 
(ii) If = 0 if j + 2 is not a power of2 
(iii) For j = 2’ - 2 > 0, the kernel of Zj” is equal to the kernel of 
W* : Hj(G; Zz)) + Hj({ AI I}; Z;Y,,). 
(iv) w* : H2(G; Z&) -+ H2(( k l}; ZY;,) is non-zero if and only if 
%:G/[kerG,kerG]-+(i_l) . ts a split swrjection. For a positive even integer j, if 
w* : H,(G; Z&J --f Flj(( + 11; Z;“zJ is non-zero, then so is 
w* : H2(G; Z;;J -+ H;({ i 1); Z;“,,). 
Remark. Theorem C gives the complete computation of the assembly map 
H,(G, w; I,(Z).) + L”(QG, w). Theorem D and the main result of [S] give the computation of 
the assembly map &(G, w; L(Z).) + LE(QG, w). It is anticipated that these computations 
will play a key role in the rational classification of manifolds with infinite fundamental 
group as well. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
For a manifold N, let w : N --+ B{ + l} (= RPm) be defined so that nl (w) is the orientation 
wl. A closed 2-manifold has odd Euler characteristic if and only if the image of its 
fundamental class in H2({ * l}; Z,) is non-trivial. In this section we prove a characteristic 
class formula generalizing this to higher-dimensional manifolds. 
The rank map rk : Lt“(QG, w) -+ Z2 satisfies x(N) = rk(o*(N))E Z2. Any (G, w) maps to 
({f l}, -) where “ - ” refers to the non-trivial orientation character. For j even, define 
Xj=rk’Ijh({+l}, -):Hj({+l);Z-)+Zz. 
Note that Hj({ + l}; Z-) = Hj({ f l}; Z,) g Zz forj even. The h-version of(l), together with 
Lemma 1.1 imply the characteristic lass formula valid for any closed even-dimensional 
manifold Nzk. 
X(N2k) G j_2~~~4,a(w*((v2*)z(~~)nCN1>)Ez, 
where w*:H,(N;ZW)-,H,({_+l~;Z-). 
(2) 
PROPOSITION+ 2.1. xj # 0 if and only if j = 2’ - 2 for some i. 
Proof We will evaluate (2) for N = RPzk. By Lemma 1.1, (V,,)2(r,,zt) = 
V(rr@ @ y) = V((2k + 2)y) = V(y) 4k+2 Here y denotes the canonical line bundle over . 
real projective space. Identify H*(RPcO; Z,) with the graded polynomial algebra Z,[a]. 
Then W(y) = 1 + a, so V(y) = 1 + a + a2 + a4 + a8 + ... satisfies the Wu relation 
W(y) = SqV(y). More formally, if f(a) = V(y) we must have 1 + a = Sqf(a) =f(Sqa) = 
f(a + a2), so 
f(a + a2) = 1 + a (mod 2) 
and thus 
f(a)=1+a+a2+a4+a8+ .... 
If 2k = 2’ - 2, then I’(y)4k+4 = f(a)2’” =f(a2’“) = 1 EH*(RP~~; Z,). From (2) we see 
x~~-~[RP~~] = x(RP~~) # 0, and so the first part of Proposition 2.1 follows. 
We next evaluate (2) for RP2k when 2k + 2 is not a power of 2. We assume inductively 
that x2j = 0 for 2j # 2’ - 2 and 2j < 2k. Let 2k + 2 = 2’1 + ... + 2’7 be binary expansion 
with il < i2 < ... < i, and s > 1. Then any non-zero monomial in f(a)4k’4 must have 
degree divisible by 2’1+ ‘. The only time 2k - (2’ - 2) is divisible by 2’l+’ is when i = il, so 
we conclude 
x(RP~~) = x2k([RP2k]) + x2” _ 2(f(a)4k+4n[RP2k])E Z2, 
If we can determine that the second term is non-zero and then the first term must be zero 
and so X2k = 0. To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1, we need the following combina- 
torial lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. The coefJicient of aZk -(2” - *) in f (a)4k+4 is odd, 
‘Greg Brumfiel pointed out to me that this proposition is equivalent o squaring both sides in the formula 
v~,,,+ 1 = w,v~,,, +w:u~,,_~ + w:u~,,-~ + ... which can be proved directly. In particular, the characteristic lass 
formula (2) and its application Theorem B are valid for Poincark duality complexes. 
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Proofi If Uj is thejth WU class of the tangent bundle of RP”, then ujua”-j = Sqja’-j = 
(Sq(a)“-j), = ((a + a2)n-j) = a”-‘((1 + a)“-j)j. Th us Uj is non-zero if and only if (” 7’) 
We need a Wu class of (4i + 4)y, which is stably the tangent bundle of RP4k+3. 
is odd. 
Thus we 
examine the parity of 
Let 2k + 2 + 2” = 2*m with m odd and r > ii. The above parity equals the parity of the 
coefficient of x to the power 2i’+1 - 1 in (1 + x)~“‘- ’ = (1 + x”)“/(l + x), which is odd by 
long division. 0 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. For Theorem B, we need Theorem D(iv), 
the statement of which we repeat for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 2.3. w*:H2(G; Zw) -+ H,({ f 13; Zw) is non-zero if and only if W: 
G/[ker G, ker G] + {k 1) is a split surjection. For a positive even integer j, if w*: 
Hj(G; Z”‘) + Hj({ + l}; Zw) . zs non-zero, then so is w* : H,(G; Z”‘) -+ H2({ + I}; Z’“). 
Proof: Let H = ker w. The spectral sequence of the extension 
l+H+G+{+l}+l 
gives a 5-term exact sequence 
H,(G; Z”‘) + H2({ f I}; Z”‘) + H,({ + l}; HI (H; Z’“)) -+ HI (G; Zw) + HI ({ + l}; Z’“) + 0. 
This translates to an exact sequence 
H,(G; Z+“)A H,({ f l}; Z”‘) 4 H,(H)/{[ghg-‘h](hEH} +H,(G;Z”)+O 
where g is a fixed element so that w(g) = - 1 and r applied to the non-trivial element is [g”]. 
(The transgression r is determined by explicitly computing with the extension 
I-(g2)+(g)+{*I}+I and using naturality.) If w* is non-zero, then [g2] = 
[ghg- ‘h] E H,(H), so a splitting is given by sending - 1 to p = g-i/r. Conversely, given 
a splitting - 1 -+ p, then [p2] = 0 E H,(H), so z is zero and w* is non-zero. 
Finally, assume W* : Hj(G; Z”‘) + Hj({ f 1); Z”‘) . 1s non-zero. Then by the universal coef- 
ficient theorem so is Hj+’ ({ f 13; Zw) -+ H’+ ‘(G; Z”‘). But the cup product pairing 
H3({:~1~;ZW)~Hj-2({~1};Z)+Hj+1({+1};ZW) isonto, so w* must be non-zero on H3 
and hence w* is non-zero on H2. 0 
Proof of Theorem B. Suppose N4a+2 has odd Euler characteristic, f: N + BxlN clas- 
sifies the fundamental group, and Bw : B7c1 N -+ B { + l} is given by the first Stiefel-Whitney 
class. Then by (2) and Proposition 2.1, xj(BW*(f*((T/,*)2(ZN)n[N]))) is non-zero for some 
j=, + - 2 # 0. Thus w* is non-zero is degree j, hence by Theorem 2.3 W is a split surjection. 
This gives B(i). 
Conversely given (G, w) with W a split surjection, by Lemma 2.3 there is an CI E H2(G; Z’“) 
so that w,(a) # 0 E H2 ({ + 11; Zw). Represent c1 by a 2-manifold M2/G + BG. Then since 
x1 # 0, we see x(M2/G) is odd. Then CP2” x M2 has odd Euler characteristic and maps to 
BG. Apply surgery (as in [27, p. 111) to get the N4af2 desired in B(ii). Finally, the proof of 
Theorem B(iii) is a combination of the proofs of Theorems B(i) and B(ii). 0 
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As an example, note that no homomorphism w : Qs --f ( f 1) has W a split surjection, but 
for w : Q16 + { f l} with ker w = Qs, W is split. Thus, there is a closed 6-manifold with odd 
Euler characteristic and fundamental group Q 1 6, but not with fundamental group Qs. 
3. A WARM-UP 
The basic computational philosophy of this paper is similar to that of [ll, 173. In this 
section we discuss the basic technique and show that the oriented case of Theorem C follows 
almost trivially from it. Let G be a finite group with orientation character w. 
DeJinition 3.1. Let {pi} be a collection of subgroups of G and let M be an ZG-module. 
Then Hi(G; M) is generated by {pi} if @ inc, : @ Hj(pi; M) + Hj(G; M) is surjective. 
DeJnition 3.2. Let {pi} be a collection of subgroups of G. For every i, suppose Ni is 
a normal subgroup of pi, and that Ni is contained in the kernel of w. Then L”(QG, w) 
is detected by the subquotients {pi/Ni, W} if the map L”(QG, w) + @ L”(Q[pi/Ni], W) is 
injective. (The map is obtained by transferring to pi followed by projecting to the quotient.) 
Clearly, generation theorems in homology or detection theorems in L-theory would 
allow one to reduce the computation of Ij(G, w) to index homomorphisms for smaller 
groups. The method of this paper is to use generation theorems in homology (from [S, 213) 
and detection theorems in L-theory to reduce to computing Zj in special cases, which we 
then determine by working with specific manifolds using the characteristic class 
formula (1). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a jinite group with trivial orientation character. Then Ij = 0 
for j > 0. 
Proof. For n odd, L”(QG) = 0, so we only consider the case where j and n are even. 
A transfer argument shows Hj(G; Zt2)) is generated by a 2-sylow subgroup. The detection 
theorem (see [13]) shows that L”(QG) for G a 2-group is detected by subquotients p/N 
which are cyclic, quaternionic, semidihedral, or dihedral. For G cyclic or quaternionic, 
H,,(G) = 0, so there is nothing to show. For G dihedral and semidihedral, Hj(G) is 
generated by abelian subgroups, whose L-theory is in turn detected by cyclic groups, whose 
even-dimensional integral homology is zero. Thus Zj is always zero. 0 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM C 
This rather lengthy section is the core of this paper and consists of the computation of 
the projective index homomorphisms Zj. We first use generation in homology to reduce to 
2-groups. Then the detection theorem in L-theory reduces the computation to a specific 
family of groups, the w-basic groups. For these groups we use four techniques: homology 
computations, Z,-manifolds, geometric analysis of specific examples, and computations in 
algebraic L-theory. We also compute some Z,-symmetric signatures and the Z,-index 
homomorphisms, leaving the general Z,-case for a future paper. 
If Syl,(G) is a 2-sylow subgroup of a finite group G with orientation character w, then 
the composite 
fUGi z;,)-rr, K&$%(G); Z(“+ H,(G; z1y2)) 
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is multiplication by the index IG: Syl,(G)I. Thus i, is onto, so it suffices to compute Ij for 
Sylz(G). More precisely, there are the formulae 
Ij(R) = (i,Ijtr(a))/lG: Syl,(G)I for crEHj(G; Z;“z,) 
Iji*p = i*ljfl for BEHj(Sylz(G); Zz)). 
DeJinitian. (G, w) is w-basic if G is a p-hyperelementary group and if all normal abelian 
subgroups of G contained in ker w are cyclic. (For a prime p, G is a p-hyperelementary 
group if it has a cyclic normal subgroup N whose order is prime to p, with G/N a p-group.) 
The Dress induction theorem [S] reduces computations in L-theory to a-hyperelemen- 
tary groups and Hambleton-Taylor-Williams [ 131 prove the quadratic detection theorem 
which further reduces computations to w-basic groups. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Dress induction). Let G be a finite group with orientation character w. 
The restriction map L”(QG, w) --t I@ L”(QH, w) is an isomorphism where the limit is taken 
over conjugacy classes of 2-hyperelementary subgroups. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Detection). Let (G, w) be a w-basic group. The map L”(QG, w) -+ 
0 LYQCHINI, 1 w is a split injection where the sum is over all w-basic subquotients (H/N, w). 
Remark. This theorem applies to group rings R [G] with l/l G I E R and to functors like 
projective L-theory which behave well with respect to products and Morita theory. 
A non-zero element in L”(QG, w) is in fact detected by a faithful rational representations of 
a w-basic subquotient. 
We will first prove C in the case of a w-basic 2-group. They are classified in [13] (see also 
the list in Appendix 3 of [S]). The kernel of w is cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral, or 
quaternionic. For a further reduction, we use the computations of the homology of the 
w-basic 2-groups. (The computations are due to Kimberly Pearson [21] and Appendix 1 
of [S-J.) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a w-basic 2-group. Then for all j, Hj(G; Zw) is generated by 
subgroups isomorphic to the following types: 
(i) abelian groups, 
(ii) quaternionic groups Q2& = (x, y I x2’-’ = 1, x2’-” = y2, yxy-’ = x-‘) with i Z 3, 
(iii) Q2’ x Zz, 
(iv) semidihedral groups SD2i = (x, yl x2’-’ = y2 = 1, yxy-’ = x2’~*-‘) with i > 4, 
iv) =2x,,, = (X,Y,ZlX 2’-’ = Y2 = z2 = 1, yxy-l = X-l+2’-2, zxz-l = x2’m’x, zyz-l = 
x~‘~‘Y) with i > 4. 
In particular, forj E 0, 1,2, or 3 (mod 4) one needs types {(i), (iii)}, {(i), (iii)), ((i), (ii), (iii), (iv)}, 
or {(i), (ii), (iii), (v)>, respectively. 
Furthermore, the L-theory of abelian groups is detected by cyclic groups and the 
L-theory of Q21 x Z2 is detected by quaternionic groups. Note also the type (v) is not 
necessary for even-dimensions. The proof of Theorem C will be a case-by-case analysis, 
going through the cases of cyclic, quaternionic and semidihedral groups. However, it will be 
quite convenient o use mod 2 homology, basically because of the ring structure of mod 2 
cohomology. We need to review the corresponding eometric notion, a Z,-manifold. Wall 
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introduced Z,-manifolds in his computation of the oriented bordism ring 0, (see [26]). In 
his thesis, Sullivan [23] employed Z,-manifolds to study the surgery classifying spaces. We 
use mod 2 bordism groups which fit into an exact sequence 
... +R,(G,w+fi,(G,w) + nn(G,w;Zz)-R,_I(G,w)-t ... 
A (G, w; Z,)-manifold can be defined in one of two equivalent ways. First, as a compact, 
oriented manifold M with a free (G, w)-action and a G-invariant decomposition 
dM = M, l-L M_ together with an orientation-preserving identification h: M+ + M_ 
which is G-equivariant. By identifying the boundary components of M/G by 
h : M,IG + M-/G, we get our second description. Let a E H’(BZz; Z,) represent he gener- 
ator. A (G, w; Zz)-manifold is a closed manifold N with a map f: N + BG so that 
wl(tN) +f* 0 (Bw)*(a)E H’(N; Z,) has a lift to an integral cohomology class. The link 
between the second and first descriptions is given by representing the cohomology class by 
a map g : N + S’ transverse to 1 ES’, and letting M/G = g- ‘(S’ - B,(l)) for sufficiently 
small E. (Remark: In terms of stable homotopy theory, mod 2 coefficients are introduced by 
smashing with a mod 2 Moore spectrum.) 
For a ring A with involution, L-groups L”(A; Z,) can be defined as in [22, p. 1361 as 
bordism groups of triples (D, C 0 C,_f) where D is an n-dimensional symmetric complex 
over A, C is an (n - 1)-dimensional symmetric Poincart complex and f is a homotopy 
equivalencef: C 0 C + dD. Alternatively, the L-groups can be defined as bordism groups of 
n-dimensional symmetric Poincare pairs (D, C, @ C_, (&p, (p+ @ cp _)) equipped with an 
isomorphism h : (C,, cp +) + (C_, cp _). The equivalence between the two definitions follows 
from [22, Section 1.31. There is a mod 2 symmetric signature a*(; Z,) and there are mod 2 
index homomorphisms 
Zj(; Z2): Hj(G; Z,) + L”(QG, W; Z,) 
defined for j = IZ (mod 4). For a closed (G, w; Z,)-manifoldf: N -+ BG, they are related by 
the characteristic lass formula: 
o*(N; Z2) = Czj(f*((v)‘(~, 0 i)nCNl); ZZ) 
where c is the orientation line bundle of N. There is the commutative diagram 
. ..+ R,(G, w) - &(G, w;Z2) - ?&-i(G, w) - ... 
lo* l”*(;z*) 10* 
. ..- L,(QG, w)--+L,(QG, w; Z,)- L,-,(QG, w)- ... 
T1j trj(i z2) 14 
"'- Hj(G; Z;“z,)+ Hj(G; Z2) z Hj- ,(G; Z;U,,)- ‘.’ 
where b” is the w-twisted Bochstein. 
To do the explicit computations we first need some preliminaries on the L-theory of 
semisimple rings. For a chain complex C, define a new complex C[i, j] by C[i, jlk = Ck if 
i Q k d j, and 0 otherwise. If C is a chain complex over a semisimple ring, so that Ci = 0 for 
i < 0, then there is a chain homotopy equivalence h : (C, a) + (H,(C), 0). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A be a semisimple ring with involution. 
(i) A (2n - 1)-dimensional symmetric Poincari complex (C, cp) bounds the (2n)-dimen- 
sional symmetric Poincarh pair (H,(C) [0, n - 11, C, (0, cp)). 
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(ii) A (2n)dimensional symmetric Poincart complex (C, cp) is cobordant to the symmetric 
Poincarh complex (H,,(C), hq,h*), which is the middle-dimensional intersection 
f orm. The cobordism is given by the symmetric Poincarh pair 
(H,(C)[O, n], C 0 H,(C), (0, cp 0 - hqOh*)) (In dimension n, the map in the pair is 
given by h + Id.) 
(iii) A (2n)-dimensional symmetric Zz-Poincarb pair (D, C, @ C_, (6q, (p+ @ cp-)) is 
cobordant to the symmetric Z,-Poincarb pair (H,(D)/im H,,(C+ @ C-), 0, 
(h&,h*, 0)), the middle-dimensional intersection form. The cobordism is given by the 
Z,-Poincark triad 
(H,(D)CO, nl, f&CC+ 0 C-ICO, n- 11, D 0 K(D)lim H,(C+ 0 C-j, C+ 0 C-, 
(O,O,h 0 - hh&*, (P+ 0 q-1). 
The proof is immediate from the definitions in Ranicki’s book [22, pp. 15 and 231. 
Part (i) of the lemma is Ranicki’s observation that the odd-dimensional projective L-theory 
of a semisimple ring is zero. Part (ii) is a version of the “instant surgery obstruction”. Part (i) 
implies that any element of L’“(A; Z,) can be lifted to an element of L’“(A) and part (iii) 
makes this explicit. The lemma holds over a general ring A with involution, provided the 
homologies of the chain complexes C and i3C are projective. 
Finally, we are ready to embark on the proof of Theorem C. We have three cases to 
consider. 
Case a: G = Z2z. If w = 1, k > 0, then Hz,JG) is zero, so I,,(G) is also zero. Working 
mod 2, we see H,,(G; Z,) is generated by Hzk(ZZ; Z,) and 
p* 0 res : L2k(Q[Z2]; Z,) -+ L2k(Q; Z,) 0 L2k(Q; Z,) 
is an isomorphism, so that Zzk(G, w; Z,) vanishes because it does for the trivial group. 
If w # 1, then L2k(Q[ZZ], w; Z,) = 0, s’ mce Q[Z,] is type GL, i.e. the summands are 
interchanged by the involution. Since H2k(G; Z,) is generated by Z2, it follows that 
I,,(G, w; Z,) vanishes. If G is generated by x, then xX = - 1 and x is central in QG. This 
guarantees that L2k(QG, w) has exponent 2, and hence is detected by L2”(QG, w; Z,). Thus 
I,k(G, W) alSO vanishes. 
Case b. G = Qzl. Here H,,(G; Z,) is generated by H4JZ2; Z,) and the generalized 
Pontryagin product 
fUZ2; Z2) 0 H2(G; Z2) + fLta+2(G; Z2) 
is onto, so I,,(G, w; Z,) = 0 for 2k > 2. (The point is that we have already studied Z2 and 
the Pontryagin product is compatible with products in L-theory.) Now H,(G; Z,) is 
generated by subgroups isomorphic to Qs, but H,(Q,; Z,) is not generated by proper 
subgroups. Instead we use the Klein bottle K with rcrK = (2, y” 1 y”ip-’ = 2-l). Its mod 2 
fundamental class satisfies ,4[K] = (2). If we map rcrK + Q8 by x” + x and jj + y, then [K] 
is non-trivial in H2(Q8; Z,) and by composing with automorphisms of Qs we represent all 
elements of H2(Q8; Z,) E Zz 0 Z2. We also note that for any w, H4k(G; Z”‘) is generated by 
proper subgroups so Zhk(G, w) = 0 for k > 0. 
We first consider w = 1. Since H,,(G) = 0 for k > 0, Z,,(G) = 0. Now w,(K) has an 
integral lift; upon cutting open K we get an Z2-manifold representing [K] E H2(Q8; Z,). To 
do this explicitly, we note that the Q8-cover of K is the torus T2 = {(zl + (z2) j)ES3 c 
H 1 zr , z2 E C, 1 z1 1 = ( z2 I,} and the Qs-action is given by quaternionic multiplication on the 
left. Also 6~ H’(K; Z) given by a(z) = 0 and @(y”) = 1 is a lift of wl(zK). The map 
I: TZ/Qg + S’, given by I[z, + (z2)j] = (z~)~(z~)-~ induces 6. If p: T2 + T2/Q8 is the 
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quotient map, then L = (Top)-‘(l) consists of 2 disjoint circles and M = T2 - int N(L) is 
a disjoint union of 2 cylinders. This is the required (Qs; Zz)-manifold with algebraic 
quadratic chain complex (D, C + 0 C -). Then Hi (M)/im Hi (aM) = 0, so by Lemma 4.4(iii), 
(D, C, 0 C_) is null-bordant. Since Aut(Qs) is transitive on H2(Qs; Z,), it follows that 
Zzk(Q8; Z,) vanishes. Since Qs’s generate H,(G; Z,), it also follows that I,,(G; Z,) is also zero. 
To take care of other characters we need a digression into L-theory. An involution on 
a central simple algebra A is type 0, U, or Sp if and only if the dimension of the fixed set over 
the center is > , = , or < one-half the dimension of the entire algebra (see [29]). The type 
is U if and only if the involution restricted to the center is non-trivial. If A is type U, then 
L”A g L”+‘A. If A 2 M,K for a field K, Morita theory shows that L"(M,K) is isomorphic 
to L”K if A has type 0 or U and is isomorphic to L”+‘K if A has type Sp or U. If A is an 
irreducible representation of finite group n with character x, then A is invariant under the 
w-involution on Qn if and only if x(g) = x(g- ‘) for all g E rc. If this is not the case then A is 
called type GL. If A is not type GL, then A is type 0, U, or Sp depending on whether 
Cw(g)x(g2) is > , = , or < than zero. 
We next consider the orientation character w(x, y) = (1, - 1). The faithful quaternionic 
representation D has type 0, so L’(D) is torsion-free, detected by signatures at all real 
embeddings of its center [28, p. 135). Thus 14k+2 (G, w) = 0 for all k. For 4k + 2 = 2, we 
could have also used the Klein bottle. H,(G; Z”‘) is Z2 and is represented by [K] where 
nlK -+ G via I -+ x and y” + y. We have o*(K) = 0, since H2(T2; Q) is too small to contain 
the faithful representation of G. Thus Z,(G, w) = 0. For the mod 2 case we first look at Qs. It 
is easy to see that w* : H2(Q8; Z,) + H2({ + l}; Z,) IS non-trivial. By the mod 2 analogue of 
Section 2, there exists a (Qs, w; Z,)-manifold M2/Qs with odd Euler characteristic. It follows 
that o*(M2/Q8; Z,) is non-zero, detected by the rank modulo 2 at the faithful representa- 
tion. Inducing up to G, we see that for general Q2c, 12(G, w; Z,) is non-zero. 
The reader may feel more comfortable with an explicit example of the (Qs, w; Z,)- 
manifold with odd Euler characteristic. Consider twice-punctured projective space, illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 
The fundamental group is rciN = (a, b, c 1 a2 = bc). Map N + BQs by sending a -+ y, 
b +x, c -+ x. The boundary of N is two copies of S’ --f BQs, with the generator of rclS1 
mapping to x, furthermore, if we oriented the induced Qs-cover of N we obtain 
a (Qa, w; Z,)-manifold M with w(x) = 1 and w(y) = - 1. Here M has four boundary 
components. Since N has the homotopy type of a wedge of two circles, the cellular chain 
complex C(M; Q) is chain homotopy equivalent to QQsa” 0 QQ$ + QQ,$. Since M is 
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connected and the Euler characteristic of a chain complex in Ko(QQs) is the same as the 
homology, Hi (M; Q) g QQs x Q. The image of H1 (8M; Q) is 3-dimensional, and it follows 
that H1 (M; Q)/im Hi(aM; Q) has exact one copy of the rational quaternions Q [i, j, k] as 
a summand. Using Lemma 4.4(iii), a*(N; Z,) is non-zero in L2(QQs, w; Z,), detected by 
rank modulo 2 at the faithful representation of Q*. 
Finally, we consider the orientation character w(x, y) = (- 1, 1). (w(x, y) = (- 1, - 1) is 
isomorphic.) We only analyze G = Q21 with i 3 4, because for Q8 all non-trivial orientation 
characters are isomorphic. For this orientation character, the faithful representation D has 
type U and [28, p. 1353 shows that J!,~~(D) has exponent 2 (detected by rank and 
discriminants). Thus, L2k(D) is detected by L2k(D; Z,), and so for 2k > 2, Z2k(G, w) = 0. For 
i > 4, W: G/[ker w, ker w] + { + 1) is a split surjection and there exists a 2-manifold 
M2/G --+ BG with odd Euler characteristic. So o*(M/G) # 0 detected by rank modulo 2 at 
the faithful representation of G. Hence Z,(G, w) is non-zero! This is essentially the only 
example of a non-trivial symmetric signature besides those coming from simply-connected 
invariants. Since w restricted to Q8 = (x~‘-~, y) is trivial, I,(G, w; Z,) restricted to the image 
of H2(Qs; Z,) is zero. Thus the kernel of Z,(G, w; Z,) is generated by the inverse image of 
y under the Bochstein. To complete the picture we note the image of 
H,(G; Z’“) + H,(G; Z,) + H,(G; Z) 
is given by (xy). 
For an explicit example let M/G = RP2 #RP2 # RP2. Then nl(M/G) = 
(a, h, c 1 a2b2c2 = 1) maps to Q2i by a +x, b + x~‘~“-~, c -+ xy. Then for i > 3, wl(M/G) 
factors through the above w, so M represents a free (Q2’, w)-manifold. The Euler character- 
istic of M/G is - 1, and H,(M; Q) is isomorphic to QG 0 Q{ f l}, and so o*(M/G) # 0. 
Case c: G = SD2&. Here all orientation characters make G into a w-basic group. The 
mod 2 homology of G is generated by D2i-1 = (x2, y), Q21-~ = (x2, xy), and Z2i-1 = (x). 
Thus, all higher mod 2 index homomorphisms are zero, except possibly for Z2(G, w; Z,) 
when w restricts non-trivially to Q. For all w, Hdk(G; Z”‘) is generated by proper subgroups, 
so I,,(G, w) = 0 for k > 0. If w(x, y) = (1, l), integral homology is detected by D and 
Z2im1 = (x), so both integral and mod 2 index homomorphisms vanish. 
Next consider w(x, y) = (1, - 1) on SD. Here the integral homology is detected by D and 
Z, so the higher integral index homomorphisms vanish. The mod 2 homology is more 
difficult due to the fact that Q2,- I is needed to generate the homology, and we compute in 
L-theory. The faithful representation of SD is to M2(Q(qztmI)) where n2,-1 = c2,m1 - (c2,-1)-1 
and the w-induced involution on the center is complex conjugation. Then quadratic form 
theory [28] shows that L2(M2(Q(qZcmI))) is detected by discriminant and signatures. The 
faithful representation of SD is induced by the faithful representation of Q2”, which is the 
(-1, -1) quaternion algebra over Q([2cm~ + ([2~~~)-‘). This has type 0, so L2 has trivial 
discriminants and the image of its signatures in L2(M2(Q(q2,-I))) are multiples of 2. Thus the 
map from L2(Q[Q2’-1], w; Z,) to L2(M2(Q(q2tm~)); Z,) IS zero, and so the higher mod 2 index 
homomorphisms 14k + 4 (G, w; Z,) vanish here too. 
For w(x, y) = (- 1, l), the w-involution on the faithful representation of SD has type 0, 
so L 4kf2 and L,4k+2(; Z,) vanish, and hence do the higher index homomorphisms. Finally, 
for w(x, y) = (- 1, -1) both mod 2 and integral homology are detected by D, Z, Q with 
w trivial on Q, so the index homomorphisms vanish here too. 
We now finish the proof of Theorem C. For any j > 2, for any finite (G, w), detection, 
generation, and the above cases show that Zj(G, w) vanish. Further 12(G, w) is detected by 
x modulo 2 in the sense that x(M2/G) even implies that o*(M’/G) is zero, although the 
converse need not be true. If Z,(G, w) # 0, then generation in homology implies 
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Zz(Syl, G, w) # 0. Conversely, if Iz(Sylz G, w)(a) # 0, represent CI by a 2-manifold 
M/Sy12 G + BSylB G with c*(M/Sy12 G) # 0. Then a*(i*i,(M/Sy12 G)) is non-zero, since 
~(i*i,(M/Syl~ G)) is still odd, hence Z,(G, ~)(&a) # 0. 
If (G, w) is a 2-group with W: G/[ker G, ker G] + { f l} a split surjection, then find 
a 2-manifold M/G + BG with odd Euler characteristic. If, in addition, there is a surjection 
rc: G -+ Qzi with ker rt c ker w, we have ?r*a*(M/G) = a*((M/ker rc)/Q2i) is non-zero since 
the Euler characteristic is odd. Thus I,(G, w) # 0. Conversely, let (G, w) be a 2-group with 
Z,(G, w)(a) # 0. The detection theorem, the cohomology computations of [21], and the 
types above show that there is a subquotient (H/N, w) with H/N quaternionic and 
ker(w : H/N -+ { + 11) a proper quaternionic subgroup with Z2(H/N, w)(n, i*a) # 0. Repres- 
ent a by a 2-manifold M/G + BG. Then since n, i*M/G has odd Euler characteristic, we see 
H = G, and Q2f is actually a quotient of G. q 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
We show that Proposition 2.2 and Theorem C imply Theorem D. The free and 
projective L-theories are related by the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence 
. . . + @+ ‘(Zz; &(QG)) + L;(QG, w) -+ L”(QG, w) + A”(Z,; &(QG)) + ... . 
The Zz-action on I?,(QG) is defined by giving I/* = Horn&‘, Q) the structure of a QG- 
module via (gcp)u = w(g)cp(g-‘0). Then a (G, w)-equivariant form corresponds to a QG- 
isomorphism between a module and its dual. For example, let (G, w) = (Z,, -). Then 
Q[Z,] is isomorphic to Q+ @ Q_ via a + bT + (a + b, a - b), and Q*+ r Q_. It follows 
that any (G, w)-form (IV, b) is equivariantly hyperbolic with V = (Q+)(W) being equal to 
V’. Thus L’“(Q[Z,], -) = 0. On the other hand az(RP2k) is represented by a form defined 
on H,,(S2k) 0 H,(S2k)* g Q[Z,]. Such a form cannot have a self-perpendicular submodule 
which is free, so az(RPZk) is non-zero. 
LEMMA 5.1. KZk(G, w) = ker(Lz”(QG, w) + L2”(QG, w)) is Z2 ifand only ifthere is a V so 
that V @ V * g QG and otherwise is zero. [W, 81 EK~~(G, w) is non-zero if and only if 
rk[ W, /I] = dimoG W EZ~ is non-zero. 
Proof: In the coefficient exact sequence 
. . . --t E?‘” + ‘(Z,; K,(QG)) -, i? 2k+i(z2; I?,(QG)) -+ A2k(z2; z) + . . . . 
fi2k+ ‘(Z,; K,(QG)) . IS zero since the involution permutes the irreducible representations, 
which are the generators of the free abelian group K,(QG). Thus, by the Ranicki-Rothen- 
berg exact sequence KZk(G, w) is at most Z2 with equality if and only if V @ V* E QG for 
some V. If /I : QG” x QG” + Q is an element of K2k(G, w), and a is odd, then [W, /3] must be 
non-trivial, and if a is even, then B plus the hyperbolic form on V 0 V* ?’ QG must be 
non-trivial, so p itself is trivial. 0 
Remark. If w = 1, then the trivial representation isself-dual and occurs with multiplicity 
one in the regular representation. Thus K2k(G, 1) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For w non-trivial, w* : KZk(G, w) + KZk({ f l}, w) = L,‘“(Q{ & l}, w) E Z2 
is injective. Zf a*(M/G) = 0, then a,*(M/G) is non-zero if and only ifx(M/G) is odd. 
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From Lemma 5.1, (2) and Theorem C, it follows that for (G, w) with G finite, for even 
j > 0, Zj” is non-zero if and only if xjo Bw, : Hj(G; Z&) + 22 is non-zero. Theorem D then 
follows from Section 2. 
6. INVARIANTS OF ODD-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
This section consists of little more than definitions, but nonetheless we hope that it may 
prove useful. For a general group G and homomorphism w : G + { f l}, define a (BG, w)- 
manifold to be a compact manifold N, together with a mapf: N + BG and an orientation of 
the double cover induced by Bw of: Let f&,(BG, w) be the (oriented) bordism of closed 
n-dimensional (BG, w)-manifolds. Let g* : n,(BG, w) + L”(QG, w) be the symmetric signa- 
ture homomorphism. If ZG is given the involution C a,g -+ 1 a,w(g)g- ‘, and r : ZG -+ A is 
a map of rings with involution, define L”“(A) = L”(A)/ cx,a*fiJBG, w). (We omit reference to 
IY in this notation.) If A is a semisimple ring, and Nzk is a compact (BG, w)-manifold, possibly 
with boundary, define a:N EL”(A) to be the Witt class of the intersection form on 
Hk(N; A)/im Hk(N, 3N; A). (Equivalently, it is the Witt class of Hk(N; A) modulo its radical.) 
Define [aNI’ = ~~~NEZ”(A). Following the Atiyah and Singer’s proof [2, 7.1, 7.41, we see 
[aN] is well-defined. We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let M”-’ be a closed odd-dimensional (BG, w)-manifold which is 
a (BG, w)-boundary of N”. Let ZG + A be a map to semisimple ring with involution. Then 
[M] = a;N E p(A) is well-defined, independent of the choice of N. Moreover, if W and M’ are 
(BG, w)-manifolds with aW = M - M’ and H,,,z(W; A) = 0, then [M] = CM’]. 
Examples. (a) Suppose A = Q, G = 1 and n is divisible by four. Then p(Q) is deter- 
mined by the discriminant in Q”/(Q” *, - 1) and by Hasse and Witt invariants at odd 
primes. It follows from [l, V.3.11 that CM”- ‘1 is determined by the linking form 
lk: torsionH,- iji2(M) x torsion H,,_ i),*(M) -+ Q/Z. 
The discriminant vanishes if and only if the above torsion has square order. If this is true, 
then Hasse-Witt invariant at p is zero and only if the linking form restricted to the p-torsion 
has an invariant Lagrangian, which can it turn be interrupted in terms of a discriminant of 
the linking form. 
(b) (Generalization of Atiyah-Singer, Wall invariants). Let M”-’ be a closed odd-dimen- 
sional (BG, w)-manifold with G finite. Let CI: ZG -+ QG. Transfer arguments show that 
!&_ ,(BG, w) is finite, so there exist a k > 0 so that kM”-’ is the boundary of a (BG, w)- 
manifold. Define [M] = (l/k) [kM] E fi(QG, w) @ Z [ l/k]. The Atiyah-Singer-Wall multi- 
signature invariant is the image of [M] in p(RG, w) 0 Q and plays a key role in classifying 
fake lens spaces [27]. 
Following Dress [S] and Alexander et aI. [l], for n even there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ W,,(Z, G; w+ W,,(Q, G; w+ W,(Q/Z, G; w). 
Here W,,(Z, G; w) and W,,(Q, G; w) are Witt groups of (- l)“‘*-symmetric (G, w)-equivariant 
forms on f.g. Z-torsion-free ZG-modules and f.g. QG-modules, respectively. W,(Q/Z, G; w) 
is the Witt group of equivariant linking forms. Forms are trivial if they admit an invariant 
Lagrangian. Here W,(Q, G; w) can be identified with L”(QG, w), but an element of 
W,(Z, G; w) does not give an element of L”(ZG, w), since not all Z-torsion-free ZG-modules 
are projective and since metabolic (existence of a Lagrangian) does not imply hyperbolic 
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(existence of a Lagrangian and a complementary Lagrangian). Invariants in image 
i = kernel j are interesting for two reasons. The fact that CI*~*LR,(BG, w) is smaller than 
image i means that there are geometric restrictions on the symmetric signatures of mani- 
folds that are stronger than the algebraic restriction of being in the image of i. The second 
reason is that if M”- ’ is the boundary of W”, then [l, V.3.11 shows that j[M] is given by the 
Witt class of the linking form of M. Thus if [M] is in the kernel of j, but still non-zero in 
p(QG, w), this gives a more subtle geometric invariant of M, which does not depend on the 
linking form, and may not depend on the underlying homotopy type. The multisignature 
invariants are examples of such more subtle invariants. For example, according to [ 11, the 
torsion in W,,(Z, Z/15) is Z2 and this gives a geometric invariant not detected by the linking 
form or by multisignature invariants. Likewise, it is not difficult to show that if G is 
a non-trivial finite abelian 2-group then the torsion subgroup of W,(Z, G) is non-trivial. 
Finally, for a group action of a finite group (not necessary free), torsion signature theorems 
(a la Alexander-Conner-Hamrick) should be possible. 
(c) (Generalization ofCasson and Gordon invariants). Let c( :Z [Z x Z,] -+ Q(t)([,.) be the 
map which sends the generator of Z to t in Q(t), the ring of rational functions over Q, and 
sends the generator of Z, to i,, a primitive rth root of unity. Let M”-’ be a closed 
(BZ x Z,, 1)-manifold with n even. For n divisible by four, there is a k > 0 so that kM is 
a boundary. Define [IA41 = (l/k) [kM] E Z”(Q(t)([,)) 0 Z [l/k]. From Theorem C, it is easy 
to deduce that a,o*Q,(BZ x Z,, 1) is infinite cyclic. 
Following Casson and Gordon [3], this applies to knot theory as follows. Let K be 
a knot in S3. Let N, be the s-fold branched cover of S3, branched over K. Suppose H,(N,) 
contains Z, as a summand. Let M3 be obtained from N, by O-surgery on the knot. Then M is 
a closed (BZ x Z,, I)-manifold and the invariant [M] Ep(Q(t)([,)) @ Z[l/k] is a Casson- 
Gordon invariant of the knot. Casson and Gordon applied this to give examples of 
algebraic slice knots which are not slice. A knot K is slice if (S3, K) is the boundary of 
(D4, V) where T/ is a 2-disk. The discussion in [3] shows that ifs and I are powers of distinct 
primes, then for some map M -+ BZ x Z,, the Casson-Gordon invariant [M] is trivial. 
Casson and Gordon originally applied this to the multisignature invariant. Litherland [15] 
and Gilmer and Livingston [lo] studied the torsion-part of the invariant when r was odd. 
The improvement indicated here would mainly apply when r is even, but explicit examples 
have yet to be worked out. 
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